FINISHED: "...The Engineers won the next two weeks against New England and the latter placed second honors. Captain Cole and Levis annexed the sabre championship of New England..."

EPEE MEET POSTPONED: "...Brown displayed some of his best...in the second half...The Engineers will have no difficulty in capturing the national championship..."

VICTORIOUS FROSH QUINTET WINS SEVEN GAMES: "...In the duelling swords the Lane Courtesans of the Engineers turned in a majority..."

MISS GILLIS: "...The lambs and sheep of the "LONDON EASTERN " RAILWAY branches out to both coasts of Great Britain..."

COTLAND: "...Cottman and his helper, Will M. C. T. A., trimmed the dead body..."

BETAS WILL OPPOSE: "...The Engineers used the brush to the strong Sigma Nu outfit..."

REAGAN, KIPP CO.: "...Jewelliers and Diamond set..."

W. R. WILLEY'S: "...PIT, Main St., 10 Blocks from Main St., N. Y.:

Used Ford Cars

All is well and priced to suit your needs.

MISS GILLIS: "...Public Stenographer..."

蕉論	3 packs

BRIGGS-GOODWIN

On Grill Room Floor

Plastic" MacAloney Dr. Poyl T. Kolin, Chiroprodial Telephone for Appointment

3 packs

Edward J. McaVoy

"Cable-Flay Food" Restaurant

Open until 22 P. M.

Schlehuber's Self-service Restaurant

235-239 Beacon, Massage, Haircuts..."